Human Resources and Antitrust:
A NEW RISK IS EMERGING
NEW AREAS OF FOCUS: PROCUREMENT, HR, R&D
United Kingdom– In October 2018 the CMA referred to 5 industries that were particularly susceptible
to cartels and could expect attention from the CMA – one of those industries was recruitment

Netherlands – 2017 court judgment on no-poach agreements between hospitals
–guidelines on horizontal cooperation explicitly address employment market
restrictions as purchase restrictions
Norway – legislative initiative to regulate
no-poach agreements

EU – several “live” cases and enhanced scrutiny

France – 2017: PVC and linoleum floor coverings manufacturers
fined EUR 302m for cartel including gentleman’s agreement not
to solicit each other’s employees, and exchange of confidential
information related to salaries and bonuses of their staff.
Germany – court judgment on
no-poach agreement between
distribution companies
required clause duration be
limited to a maximum of two
years
Japan – competition agency study group
established to consider antitrust issues in
the labor market–the JFTC is scrutinising
suspected antitrust violations by the track
and field sports association

United States – publication of HR guidelines by
competition agency, plus various investigations
including the fast food franchising, tech, film
and construction sectors

Mexico 2019 - investigation into professional soccer
league for anti-competitive practices in signing
professional players (accusation made in 2018)

Hong Kong – publication of HR guidelines by
competition agency
Spain – Investigations
including into nopoach agreements
concerning trade
unions in the security
services sector
–freight-forwarding
cartel investigation
found to include a
no-poach deal – total
fines of EUR 14m

Turkey – investigations including
into no-poach agreement
between private schools
Croatia – Abuse of dominance constituted by a non-poach
agreement (with only a two year duration) between
dominant IT service provider and leasing companies
Italy – 2016: eight modelling agencies fined EUR 4.5m for
price-fixing, including wage-fixing agreements

Indonesia – 2015, six tyre
manufacturers fined USD
1.97m each for a price- and
production-fixing cartel,
including agreeing not to poach
each other’s workers.

AVOIDING A NEW ANTITRUST RISK –NO-POACH
AND WAGE-FIXING AGREEMENTS
Companies and staff that agree not to poach employees from others, or agree to fix wages, are at risk
of breaking antitrust laws with serious financial and even criminal penalties. This is true even if the
companies do not sell competing products, but compete for employees. Simply exchanging information on
compensation with other employers can be enough to break antitrust laws.
Following several civil proceedings, US antitrust agencies were among the first to put in place a policy of
criminal proceeding and published guidance for HR officials in 2016. Most recently, the US Department of
Justice concluded a settlement in 2018 for illegal ‘no poach’ agreements which has since triggered private
class action suits.

AN INCREASING GLOBAL FOCUS ON NO-POACH AGREEMENTS

Antitrust agencies around the world seem to be following suit – as is common in the field of antitrust. Our
heatmap outlines the spike in interest by antitrust agencies and courts around the world.

HOW WE CAN HELP
Help your compliance function explain why HR staff may be exposed - and may be exposing the
company - to major risks.
Fix it quick: flush out any serious issues through training of ‘at risk’ staff, coupled with a staff
certification scheme tailored to your compliance culture.
Ensure staff are able to spot illegal no-poach and wage-fixing arrangements and know what to do next.
Review arrangements (e.g., benchmarking exercises) between your HR teams and other organizations to
ensure compliance.
Confirm non-solicitation clauses agreed in legitimate contexts (e.g., the M&A or R&D context) are
drafted correctly.
Check that your processes for exchanging HR data in M&A/outsourcing/insourcing deals are robust and
protect against antitrust risks.
In serious cases, manage and potentially eliminate exposure to fines through self-reporting to
antitrust agencies.
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OUR RECENT EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:
Defended a multinational industrial client in the highest-profile antitrust conduct
enforcement matter brought by the DOJ in the Trump administration concerning “no-poach”
or non-solicitation agreements. The first proceeding in this area after the DOJ noted that nopoach agreements will be criminally prosecuted.
Internal investigation of a multinational company in Hungary due to alleged wage-fixing and
no-poach agreements.
Successfully defended an international bank in Hong Kong, as well as in front of the German, UK
and French agencies in connection to a case alleging anti-competitive HR-related conduct.
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